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A global ocean circulation model is constructed in which the Pacific, Atlantic, Indian, and Southern 
oceans are separately resolved, each being represented by zonally averaged equations expressing 
conservation of momentum, mass, heat, and salt. Results are presented and compared with relevant 
zonally averaged observations. The sensitivity of the stream function and the meridional fluxes of heat 
and water are examined as functions of the horizontal and vertical diffusion coefficients, and as 
functions of a closure parameter introduced in averaging the equations. The results are sensitive to 
changes in the vertical diffusion coefficient and the closure parameter. The sensitivities to changes in 
the vertical diffusion coefficient are similar to those of a three-dimensional ocean general circulation 
model. Results are relatively insensitive to the value of the horizontal diffusion coefficient provided 
it is of the order of 10 3 m 2 s -• or smaller. However, for larger values, a northward heat flux throughout 
the Atlantic basin, as observed, cannot be obtained. Wind stress significantly improves the comparison 
with observational estimates of the meridional heat and water fluxes, particularly near the equator, 
where there are large flux divergences associated with the Ekman transport. Results are further 
improved when horizontal diffusion is modified to include a contribution proportional to the local 
current speed. The effects of the Mediterranean and Red seas are examined and shown to be important 
in redistributing salt vertically. The model is then generalized to allow for depth-integrated flow 
through the Bering Strait and the Indonesian passages. Both effects improve the comparison with 
observational estimates, but neither effect appears to be crucial in determining the global circulation 
or water mass properties in this model. The inclusion of a barotropic flow introduces the necessity to 
specify a reference temperature in order to calculate the heat flux directly from velocity-temperature 
correlations. Simply neglecting the barotropic flow may contribute to large discrepancies between flux 
estimates based on integrated surface fluxes and "direct" correlation methods. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Stomrnel [1961] demonstrated that two stable equilibria 
occur in a simple system of interconnected reservoirs with 
density differences sustained by surface heat and salt fluxes. 
He speculated that similar multiple equilibria may be possi- 
ble for the global ocean. Probably the most convincing 
evidence for the existence of such multiple equilibria comes 
from the interpretations of geochemical observations. For 
example, Boyle and Keigwin [1982, 1987] interpret results 
from deep-sea sediment cores to suggest that the production 
of deep water in the North Atlantic was reduced during the 
last glacial maximum, and Duplessy et al. [1988] conclude 
that Antarctic Bottom Water intruded more strongly into the 
Atlantic during this period. Further, extensions of Stom- 
mel's box model [Rooth, 1982; Welander, 1986], two- 
dimensional models [Marotzke et al., 1988; Wright and 
Stocker, 1991; Stocker and Wright, 1991 a, b] and numerous 
studies with ocean general circulation models (OGCMs) 
[Bryan, 1986; Manabe and Stouffer, 1988; Maier-Reimer and 
Mikolajewicz, 1989; Marotzke, 1989; Marotzke and Wille- 
brand, 1991; Weaver and Sarachik, 1991a, b] have exhib- 
ited multiple equilibria, and begun to sort out the relevant 
dynamical processes. 
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The primary reason for the great interest in such oceanic 
(and coupled oceanic-atmospheric) multiple equilibria is the 
possible significance to climate dynamics. Broecker and 
Denton [1989] present a synthesis of information supporting 
the idea that the glacial-to-interglacial transitions were ac- 
companied by major reorganizations of the ocean- 
atmosphere-cryosphere system, and note that the observa- 
tions cannot be explained without consideration of the 
oceanic influence. Unfortunately, the coupled system is very 
complex, and detailed, process-oriented studies are required 
to build our understanding of it. There is a clear need for 
models of the climate system which can realistically repre- 
sent the important components and still be run for periods of 
many thousands of years. The present paper considers an 
ocean model which is well suited to this need. Our primary 
aim is to develop low-order climate models which, through 
their simplicity, may help clarify the controlling mechanisms 
of the climate system and provide a context in which many 
of the complex interactions occurring within this system may 
be efficiently studied. 

Wright and Stocker [1991] (henceforth WS91) developed a 
zonally averaged model for the thermohaline circulation and 
demonstrated that it yields results consistent with previous 
two- and three-dimensional models for isolated ocean ba- 

sins. The model was extended by Stocker and Wright 
[ 1991 a] (henceforth SW91a) to allow for two interconnected 
basins and used to study the global conveyor belt circulation 
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Fig. 1. The idealized model representation of the global ocean. The Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian oceans are 
represented by 8, 10, and 5 latitude bands as indicated. The Southern Ocean occupies the southernmost four latitude 
bands, but the extension of South America across part of this region is accounted for through the choice of e. The basic 
geometry has a flat bottom, and neither the Arctic Ocean nor the Weddell and Ross seas are included. 

which exists today [Gordon, 1986], and its stability with 
respect to freshwater anomalies added to the North Atlantic. 
Results were encouragingly consistent with observations of 
global water mass properties [Levitus, 1982] and with simu- 
lations of more complex OGCMs [Bryan, 1986; Maier- 
Reirner and Mikolajewicz, 1989]. Further, the model is 
computationally efficient; the runs presented here require 
approximately 5 min CPU per 100 years of simulation on an 
IBM RISC 6000 work station. 

The first purpose of this paper is to present an extended 
version of our model, which includes a well-mixed surface 
layer, the influence of wind stress, the Indian Ocean, and a 
meridional ridge in the Southern Ocean. 

The second purpose is to continue our investigation of the 
physical properties of the model. As already mentioned, it 
has been shown that it can reproduce the major features of 
the present-day ocean, and it exhibits multiple equilibria and 
mode transitions similar to those seen in OGCMs. We now 

perform a parameter sensitivity study to show that the model 
also responds to changes in its internal parameters in a 
manner similar to more complete OGCMs [Bryan and Lewis, 
1979; Bryan, 1987]. This exercise helps establish a founda- 
tion for future studies as well as providing a "feel" for the 
model. In particular, we will examine the sensitivity of the 
meridional stream function and the meridional heat and 

water fluxes to variations in the horizontal and vertical 

diffusion coefficients, and to variations in the closure param- 
eter e, which arises as a result of zonally averaging the 
momentum equations. The overturning stream function is a 
good measure of the influence of our closure scheme, and the 
sensitivities to the meridional fluxes of heat and salt are of 

particular interest due to our aim of developing an ocean 
model suitable for use in long-term, global climate studies. 

The final purpose of the paper is to demonstrate the 
significance of various model simplifications which have 
been made in our previous (and other) studies. In particular, 
we will study the influences of wind stress, exchange with 
the Mediterranean and Red seas, and flow through Bering 
Strait and the Indonesian passages. The influence of wind 

stress is clearly important to the determination of the merid- 
ional heat and water fluxes carried by the ocean. The other 
effects improve details of the model solution, but their 
significance in the global climate system is not yet clear. 

The general plan of the paper is as follows. In section 2, 
the basic model is briefly described, with the modifications 
to include wind stress, a well-mixed surface layer, and the 
Indian Ocean influence. An example solution is presented 
and compared with observations in section 3. In section 4 the 
sensitivities to variations in the friction and closure param- 
eters are discussed, and results are used to demonstrate how 
this and previous models may be "tuned" through appropri- 
ate choices of uncertain parameters. The influence of wind 
stress is considered in section 5. Vertical exchange associ- 
ated with the Mediterranean and Red seas, and the influ- 
ences of depth-integrated interbasin exchanges are consid- 
ered in section 6. Results are summarized in section 7. 

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION 

To model the global ocean circulation, an idealized ocean 
model is constructed consisting of three zonally averaged 
ocean basins, representing the Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian 
Oceans, connected through a circumpolar basin representing 
the Southern Ocean (Figure 1). Within each individual basin, 
the model formulation is as described by WS91, with modi- 
fications to include surface and bottom stresses and a 

well-mixed surface layer (not a mixed layer model). A brief 
outline of the model formulation emphasizing the new as- 
pects of the model is given below. The reader is referred to 
WS91 and SW91a for further details. 

Bottom stress was included through the use of an Ekman 
drag law [Gill, 1982, section 9.6], but due to the smallness of 
near-bottom currents, its influence was found to be negligi- 
ble, and hence will not be discussed further. Surface wind 
stress was included through the specification of the zonally 
averaged zonal stress r s acting on the surface of the ocean: 
the corresponding meridional stress was not considered. 
Since the Ekman layer is thinner than the specified surface 
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layer thickness of 50 m, and since there is no vertical 
resolution within the surface layer, the inclusion of the 
surface stress amounts to specifying the Ekman flux to be 
carried by this uppermost layer. Although results were 
actually determined through a boundary layer analysis as 
discussed in WS91, we will simplify the presentation by 
representing the wind stress through an Ekman flux imparted 
to the surface layer from the outset. Note that the total 
velocity in the surface layer is the sum of the Ekman and 
geostrophic contributions. 

The zonally averaged model equations are 

1 Ap r s 
-2s11•7 = + •I•( z + HM) (1) 

p,ac AA p,H M 

1 ap 
2SlllJ = (2) 

p,a Oqb 

op 
-- = -fi# (3) 

1 o o 

ac O•b (c•7) + •zz (W) = 0 (4) 

+ + (aT) = - 

+ • Kv + qT (5) 
OZ 

•+ • + (•s) = - , 

0( onv +- Kv + qs (6) 
Oz 

b = (7) 

where • is the latitude, s = sin •, c = cos •, •A is the 
angular width of the basin, and z is the (dimensional) vertical 
coordinate, increasing from -H at the bottom to zero at the 
surface; H• is the mixed layer depth (=50 m here), and • is 
the Heaviside unit step function (zero for negative argument 
and 1 for positive argument); u, v, and w are the horizontal 
and vertical velocity components; K a and K v are the 
horizontal and vertical diffusion coefficients; q•onv, q•Onv 
represent the influence of convective mixing; T, S, p, and p 
denote potential temperature referenced to the surhce, 
salinity, in situ density, and pressure; p, is a constant 
reference density, • and a are the angular velocity and 
radius of the Earth, and 9 is the acceleration due to gravity. 
In the present version we use the fully nonlinear equation of 
state given by Gill [1982]. The overbar represents a zonal 
average and is dropped henceforth. 

Horizontal diffusion of momentum does not appear at all 
in (1) and (2), and vertical diffusion appears only through the 
inclusion of the surface Ekman flux. It should be noted that 

this does not imply that momentum diffusion is unimportant 
in determining zonally averaged oceanic conditions. Indeed, 
some form of momentum diffusion is certainly important in 
determining the structure of eastern and western boundary 
currents, and these currents do influence zonally averaged 

conditions. In the present formulation, the dynamics of both 
eastern and western boundary layers are represented solely 
through the relation between the east-west density difference 
and the north-south density gradient discussed below. 

The zonally averaged east-west pressure gradient 

Zip p(,•e, s, z)- p(,• w, s, z) 
= (8) 

AA AE-- Aw 

where A E and A w are the longitudes of the eastern and 
western boundaries of the basin, cannot be determined from 
the zonally averaged equations of motion. In the absence of 
wind forcing, WS91 show that Ap/AA may be approximated 
by the relation 

Ap op 
--= -e sin (24•) (9) 

where e is a closure parameter. Taking the vertical deriva- 
tive of (9) gives a more general condition which makes no 
assumptions about the depth-averaged pressure field' 

Op 
Ap = -eAA sin (2•b) (10) 

o6 

SW91a argue that in a wide basin, the relation between the 
north-south density gradient and the density difference 
across the basin should be independent of the basin width, 
leading to the conclusion that e should be inversely propor- 
tional to the basin width, i.e., 

e = e0rr/(3AA) (11) 

where e 0 is the value of e appropriate to a basin which is 60 ø 
wide. Comparisons with an OGCM solution shown in WS91 
indicates that e 0 is of the order of 0.3. Using the hydrostatic 
relation in the left side of (10), then integrating from the 
surface to an arbitrary level z, we obtain the relation 

Ap Ap •• •= -2escg P4, dz (12) 
AA AA sfc 

Equation (12) determines the vertical structure of the 
geostrophic component of the north-south flow. The model 
dynamics are then closed under the rigid-lid approximation 
by the condition that the net north-south transport vanishes 
at all latitudes. This determines the depth-independent con- 
tribution to the north-south velocity, which is in geostrophic 
balance with the surface pressure gradient. 

No-flux conditions are specified for T and S at solid 
boundaries, and surface layer values are relaxed to observa- 
tions through the conditions 

HM 
-KvT z = (T- T*) (13) 

TH 

HM 
-KvS z = (S- S*) (14) 

?S 

where rn = rs = 50 days, and T*, S* are the zonally 
averaged values of T and S for the individual basins at 30 m 
given by Levitus [1982]. 

The incorporation of wind stress in (1) is intended prima- 
rily to allow for the direct influence of the surface Ekman 
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flux on the meridional transport of heat and salt within the 
surface layer. The vertically integrated fluxes depend on the 
vertical structure of the return flow and this is determined by 
(1), (3), and (10). The wind stress influences the vertical 
structure of this flow through its effect on the density field, 
and as we shall see, this results in a surface intensification of 
the wind-driven meridional circulation generally consistent 
with results of OGCMs. 

However, it is important to realize that the depth- 
integrated, wind-driven horizontal gyre circulation is ne- 
glected in the present formulation. In particular, (10) ne- 
glects the effect on Ap of north-south advection by the 
horizontal gyre circulation [Ikeda, 1987], and net north- 
south heat and salt fluxes associated with correlations be- 

tween this circulation and east-west temperature and salinity 
differences are also neglected. The latter effect may be 
particularly important in the Pacific Ocean, where direct 
observatio.ns across 24øN suggest that the horizontal circu- 
lation carries about half of the northward heat transport 
[Bryden et al., 1991]. This contrasts with results for the 
Atlantic, where observations at the same latitude indicate 
that the north-south heat flux is dominated by the meridional 
overturning circulation [Hall and Bryden, 1982]. 

Within the Southern Ocean the model formulation is 

exactly the same as described above. Water, heat, and salt 
are exchanged between the Southern Ocean and the three 
basins to the north across 40øS. A zonal barrier extends from 

40øS to 55øS which can support an east-west pressure gradi- 
ent parameterized by (9), exactly as in the interior of the 
basins north of 40øS. Where no barrier to zonal flow is 

present, e is chosen to have the very small value of 0.0001. 
Referring to Figure 1, we see that with the present meridi- 
onal resolution, there is actually only one latitude at which 
this small value applies. 

In the original model (WS91) a uniform grid was used in 
both vertical and horizontal directions. Surface values of 

temperature and salinity (required in the relaxation bound- 
ary conditions) were obtained from a linear extrapolation 
based on the interior values of the upper two layers. This 
could be a poor approximation, particularly if coarse vertical 
resolution is considered. To achieve an improved approxi- 
mation, two changes were made. First, spatially varying 
horizontal and vertical resolution were allowed for. The 

chosen horizontal resolution is indicated in Figure 1, and the 
vertical cell boundaries are located at 50, 100, 150, 250, 500, 
750, 1000, 1250, and 1500 m, and at 500-m intervals beneath 
this depth. Second, the 50-m-thick surface layer has the 
special property that its temperature and salinity are as- 
sumed to be vertically uniform. Except for the fact that this 
layer is well mixed and carries the Ekman flux, it is dynam- 
ically the same as any other layer in the model. 

Before considering detailed numerical results, we point 
out a simple relationship between the velocity and density 
fields. First, substitution of (12) into (1), integrating the 
resulting expression for v over the depth of the fluid, and 
setting the result equal to zero (a consequence of the rigid lid 
approximation) gives 

Ap 

AA =• 2•sc# (z + H)p4 dz + act (15) 
H 

Using (1), (12), and (15), we obtain 

V '-- •# P4, (z + H) dz- •H dz 
llHa H P* P* 

21•. s H M 

Finally, from (4), a stream function exists such that 

(16) 

v - (17a) 
c 0z 

w = (17b) 
ac Ock 

Integrating (17a) gives an analytical expression for 6 from 
which w is easily obtained using (17b). 

Note that the first term in (16) indicates a tendency for 
surface flow towards regions of relatively dense near-surface 
water as required to supply water to regions of deep con- 
vection. The two terms in the braces also give the associated 
geostrophic return flow. The term proportional to r s repre- 
sents the Ekman flux in the surface layer plus a compensat- 
ing depth-independent, geostrophic return flow. It should be 
emphasized that the advective fluxes associated with the 
wind stress will influence the density field, which changes 
the vertical structure of the geostrophic interior flow. Thus, 
one cannot determine the influence of the wind stress from 

the second term alone. 

The solution procedure is essentially as described in 
WS91. The temperature and salinity fields are updated using 
forward time-differencing based on (5) and (6). Numerical 
diffusion associated with the advective terms is reduced 

using the method developed by Smolarkiewicz [1983, p. 480]. 
Generalizing to a spatially variable grid, his approach gives, 
for the boundary between cells i and i + 1, 

vl +v v -v 2 ) tFnum = 0.5 adck i + • adck i+1 -- U dt SXH 2 2 (18) 

where d•b and dt are the angular and temporal increments 
used in our finite difference approximation. (This formula 
reduces to his if dcki -- dcki+l and we convert to a local 
Cartesian coordinate system.) The expression for the corre- 
sponding vertical diffusion coefficient is precisely analogous 
to (18) with v replaced by w and adck replaced by dz. The 
density field is determined from (7), and any unstable regions 
are mixed using a scheme which guarantees stability before 
proceeding to the next time step (see Appendix A for details 
of the convection scheme). Once the density field is known, 
the stream function and the velocity field are updated as 
discussed above, and the procedure is repeated. 

3. AN EXAMPLE SOLUTION 

In this section we present a description of the model 
output for one particular run. Wind stress is not included in 
this run, both for simplicity and to clarify its influence 
through comparison with later runs. A well-mixed surface 
layer, improved representation of the surface fields, the 
representation of the Indian Ocean and modified values of e, 
K v, and K•/ are the primary differences from the results 
discussed by SW91a. 
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Fig. 2. Zonally averaged surface temperature and salinity for each of the ocean basins with a 50-day relaxation time 
for the upper 50 m (solid curves). Results south of 40øS correspond to our circumpolar Southern Ocean and are identical 
in each model region. Also shown are the model estimates of the surface heat flux and precipitation minus evaporation 
(broken curves). 

All results presented in this paper were obtained after 5000 
years of spin-up under restoring boundary conditions (13) 
and (14), with T* and S* given by the zonally averaged data 
of Levitus [1982] (Figure 2) and a restoring time scale of 50 
days. The only remaining adjustable parameters are s, K v, 
and K•j. Results presented here correspond to values of s = 
0.45, K v - 0.44 x 10 -4 m 2 s -1 and K H = 10 3 m 2 s -•. The 
motivation for, and the model sensitivity to, these choices 
will be discussed in detail in the next section. 

The geometry and the surface fields of temperature and 
salinity are substantially more realistic than those consid- 
ered in SW91a, but the steady state solution predicted by the 
model is similar. The stream function (Figures 3a-3c) shows 
deep-water production only in the North Atlantic, at a rate of 
about 15 Sv (1 Sv = 106 m 3 s-I). Only about 5 Sv of this 
water recirculates within the Atlantic, the remainder exiting 
into the Southern Ocean at depths exceeding 2000 m. Below 
1000 m, deep water enters the Pacific Ocean at a rate of 
about 10 Sv, and the Indian Ocean at a rate of about 4 Sv. 
The water entering both Pacific and Indian oceans upwells 
roughly uniformly over the regions north of 40øS and returns 
to the Atlantic via the Southern Ocean as intermediate and 

upper water masses, qualitatively consistent with the con- 
veyor belt circulation discussed by Gordon [1986]. Compar- 
ing with previous results presented in SW91a, b shows that 
the conveyor belt circulation is a robust feature of the ocean 
model under present-day forcing. 

Zonally averaged temperatures and salinities are also 
illustrated in Figure 3, and the zonally averaged data of 
Levitus [1982] are reproduced in Figure 4 for comparison. 
The largest differences between model and observed results 
occur in the Southern Ocean and near the equator. The very 
cold, relatively saline Antarctic Bottom Water is not repro- 
duced, and the upward bowing of isopycnals associated with 
equatorial upwelling is, of course, absent. The weakness of 
the Antarctic Bottom Water influence is also evident in the 

abyssal Pacific and Indian oceans, where conditions are too 
fresh. 

The salinity field is significantly improved compared to 
that presented in SW9 la, due primarily to the more accurate 
representation of the surface salinity used in the present 
study. In particular, the strong north-south asymmetry seen 
in the Pacific observations is now reproduced by the model. 
In addition, a salinity minimum is observed near the equator 
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Fig. 3. The meridional (a-c) stream functions, (d-f) temperatures, and (9-0 salinities corresponding to the Pacific, 
Atlantic, and Indian Ocean regions of the model. 

in the Atlantic, and the intrusion of relatively fresh Antarctic 
Intermediate Water into the Atlantic occurs higher in the 
water column and penetrates less far northward, giving a 
better representation of reality. However, the deep vertical 
penetration of relatively salty water is not seen at 35øN in the 
Atlantic, and the expected Antarctic Bottom Water influence 
in the South Atlantic is not evident. 

The Indian Ocean was not included in SW91a. As for the 

other basins, the large-scale features of the temperature and 
salinity fields are reasonably reproduced, but again the 
absence of wind-driven equatorial upwelling and Antarctic 
Bottom Water is clearly apparent. In addition, the high 
salinities over the upper kilometer of the ocean north of the 
equator are not reproduced by the model. Cox [1989] indi- 
cates that a similar discrepancy seen in his OGCM results 
may be due to the absence of saline outflow from the Red 
Sea and the Persian Gulf. This possibility will be examined in 
section 6. It should also be noted that the very distinct 
subdomains of the Bay of Bengal (fresh) and the Arabian Sea 
(salty) are not resolved by our model. 

The model estimates of the depth-integrated heat flux for 
each ocean basin are illustrated in Figures 5a-5c. In each 
case, the heat flux is highly asymmetric, heat being carried 
southward at most latitudes in the Pacific and Indian Oceans 

and northward in the Atlantic Ocean. The qualitative agree- 

ment with observational estimates is reasonable, but the heat 
fluxes estimated by the model are clearly too low. 

The water fluxes are compared with observational esti- 
mates from Baumgartner and Reichel [1975] in Figures 
5d-5f. For the purpose of this comparison, the Baumgartner 
and Reichel [1975] flux estimates have been plotted with the 
flux through the northern extreme of each basin set to zero, 
as is appropriate for comparison with the present run in 
which flow through the Bering Strait has been neglected. It is 
important to recognize that there are large uncertainties in 
these observational estimates, but they still represent a 
useful benchmark. There is some qualitative agreement 
between model and observational estimates, but the compar- 
ison is obviously poor. 

Overall, the circulation and water mass properties pre- 
dicted by the model compare favorably with the observa- 
tions. Deep convection occurs primarily in the North Atlan- 
tic, a global conveyor belt of realistic strength is established, 
and the different character of the temperature and salinity 
structures observed in the three basins are reasonably repro- 
duced. Differences between model and observational esti- 

mates of both heat and water fluxes are at least partially due 
to the absence of wind stress, as will be demonstrated in 
section 5. 
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Fig. 4. Zonally averaged (a-c) temperature and (d-f) salinity fields in the Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian oceans from 
Levitus [ 1982]. 

4. SENSITIVITY TO MODEL PARAMETERS 

In this section we consider the sensitivity of our model 
results to variations in e, K v, and K H. Substantial uncer- 
tainties exist in the values for each of these parameters. 
Early work [e.g., Munk, 1966] indicated values of K v of the 
order of 10 -4 m2 s- 1 but more recent direct estimates based 
on microstructure measurements [Gregg, 1987] indicate val- 
ues of the order of 10 -5 m 2 s -1 at least in the thermocline 
away from boundaries. It seems likely that K v increases 
with decreasing buoyancy frequency [Gargett, 1984], and 
this may have significant consequences [Cummins et al., 
1990]. However, only the simplest case of a constant value 
will be considered here. Comparison with OGCM results 
(WS91) suggests a value for e of the order of 0.3-0.6, but 
since e represents the influence of horizontal eddy stresses 
and other poorly defined processes, this range of values, 
based on comparison with a single OGCM experiment, 
should be considered as an optimistic indicator of the 
uncertainty in this parameter. Below, we take K v = 10 -4 
m 2 s -1 and e - 0.3 as our standard values, and variations 
about these values are considered. Our standard value for 

KH - 10 3 m 2 s -1 was chosen to be consistent with values 
used in previous OGCM studies [e.g., Bryan and Lewis, 
1979; Bryan, 1987] and observational estimates [Munk, 1966; 
Rooth and Ostlund, 1972], but there is large uncertainty in 
this value also. 

The dependence of OGCM results on K v and K• has been 
considered by Bryan and Lewis [1979] and Bryan [1987]. The 

parameter e is unique to the zonally averaged model consid- 
ered here, and sensitivity to variations of it have not been 
considered previously. The motivation for the form (9) given 
in WS91 indicates that e is determined by the slight devia- 
tions of the zonally averaged flow from geostrophy. As such, 
it incorporates the influences of horizontal viscous and eddy 
stresses as well as damping by bottom stress. The corre- 
sponding surface stress is included separately through the 
specification of the surface Ekman flux. 

Bryan [1987] gives a scale analysis of the equations, which 
provides a useful framework for the consideration of param- 
eter variations. This analysis is briefly repeated here with the 
influence of wind stress omitted, but with e included as a 
parameter. 

The continuity equation (4) suggests W '--. VD/L, where L, 
V(D, W) are horizontal (vertical) length and velocity scales. 
If the vertical structure of the density field is determined by 
a balance between advection and vertical diffusion, then 

D = (KvL/V) 1/2 (19) 

and (3) with (10) and (11), suggest 

V= eg(Ap/p,)D/(•L) (20) 

Substituting (20) and (19) and rearranging terms, we obtain 

(Kv•L2) 1/3 
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Fig. 5. (a-c) Model estimates of the depth-integrated heat flux for each of the ocean basins (solid curves). Also 
shown as broken curves are observational estimates taken from the literature (H, Hastenrath [ 1982]; T, Talley [ 1984]' 
$, Hsiung [1985]). (d-f) The model estimates of the depth-integrated water fluxes (solid curves), together with the 
observational estimates of Baumgartner and Reichel [1975] (dashed curves). 

Finally, substituting (21) back into (20) gives 

[ ).] 2/3 [_•1 1/3 
sg(Ap/p, 

V= 
and 

e#(Ap/p,)K•L,] 1/3 •= VD= 11 

where • is the scale for the meridional stream function. 

It should be noted that within the downwelling region in 
the North Atlantic, advection, diffusion, and convection all 

(22) act to carry the surface properties into the interior of the 
ocean, so the penetration of the surface density is not 
determined by a balance between advection and diffusion in 
the straightforward way implied by (19). However, the 
density in this downwelling region is essentially depth inde- 

(23) pendent, and it tends to determine the density throughout 
the deep ocean to the south. Thus, the depth penetration of 
the surface properties in the column immediately to the 
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Atlantic basin plotted against K v_ on log-log axes. The two straight 
lines correspond to Køv '46 and K2v/3 dependence. (b) The maximum 
value of the Atlantic stream function plotted against sø'43Køv'46. 
Results with K v fixed and s varying are indicated by open squares 
and those with s fixed and K v varying are indicated by boxed 
crosses. 

south of the downwelling region determines the penetration 
depth of the surface density difference, and the parameter 
dependencies determined by the above scale analysis should 
hold even in this region. 

Equation (23) suggests that the overturning stream func- 
tion should scale like K 2v/3. Figure 6a shows a log-log plot of 
the maximum value of the overturning stream function in the 
Atlantic basin plotted against K v. Clearly, • is very nearly 
proportional to K•/46 rather than K•//3 . When a similar plot 
is produced with wind forcing included, the dependence 
reduces further to K•/36 for values of Kv greater than 5 x 
10 -5 m 2 s -1 (for smaller values of Kv the surface Ekman 
cells carry the largest transport, and the above scaling is 
entirely inappropriate). Based on results from an OGCM, 
Bryan [1987] obtains a similar result with • proportional to 
Ki•/3 (with wind stress included) rather than K 2v/3, and notes 
that no explanation for this dependence has been presented. 
One might expect reduced sensitivity to K v in this basin as 
a simple consequence of the presence of deep convection, 
which represents an additional vertical mixing process not 
included in the above scaling argument. Indeed, when the 
corresponding plot is constructed for the other basins in our 
model, where convection is weak or absent, it is found that 
• is very nearly proportional to K•//3 , as suggested by (23) 
(see Figure 7). However, additional model runs with a single 

-10- 

-60 
0 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 

e- 30 K•,68 
Fig. 7. The maximum value of the stream function in the Pacific 

and Indian Ocean basins plotted against sø'3øKøv'68. Results are 
shown for s fixed and K v varying and for K v fixed and e varying. 
The latter are indicated by boxed crosses. 

basin geometry show that reduced sensitivity to K v does not 
always occur in the vicinity of convective regions. Thus, 
while reduced sensitivity to K v in the Atlantic is consistent 
with the presence of deep convection in this region, the 
details of how convection affects the maximum overturning 
rate are still not well understood. 

Figures 6b and 7 illustrate the maximum overturning 
stream function as a function of e and K v for the different 
ocean basins. Each plot shows results for K v varying 
between 10 -5 and 2 x 10 -4 m 2 s -• with all other parameters 
held fixed, as well as results for e varying between 0.1 and 
1.0 with all other parameters fixed. Equation (23) gives a 
good estimate of the sensitivity to these parameters in both 
the Pacific and Indian basins. While power law dependencies 
also hold in the Atlantic basin, the exponents are poorly 
approximated by the simple scale analysis. 

Finally, we note that the diapycnal mixing in our model 
also includes the implicit diffusivity K i = K•m 2 caused by 
the horizontal diffusivity acting across isopycnal surfaces of 
slope m, which Cummins et al. [1990] have shown may 
actually be larger than the explicit diffusivity K v. Since this 
effect contributes to diapycnal mixing, it may also contribute 
to the reduced sensitivity to K v discussed above. To exam- 
ine the significance of this effect, the results shown in Figure 
6 were reproduced with K• = 0; there is no significant 
change in the K v dependence. This may seem somewhat 
surprising in light of Cummins et al.'s [1990] results, but for 
these buoyancy-driven runs, large isopycnal slopes are as- 
sociated with regions where convection dominates over 
diffusive diapycnal mixing. Also, by considering zonally 
averaged equations, we have reduced the effective value of 
m across which horizontal diffusion acts so diapycnal mixing 
will be correspondingly reduced (e.g., the Gulf Stream 
recirculation region has large values of m associated with it 
which are totally absent from our model). 

Figure 8 illustrates the sensitivity of the stream function in 
each basin to changes in K•. As K• increases, the horizon- 
tal density gradients are reduced at depth, and hence the 
model currents are also reduced. However, the dependence 
of ½ on K• is rather weak. 

Since the present model has been developed for the 
purpose of studying climate dynamics, it is of particular 
interest to consider the sensitivity of the model heat and 
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water fluxes to parameter variations. The model heat fluxes 
are illustrated for different values of K v, K/•, and s in Figure 
9. K v varies from 10 -5 to 2 x 10-4 m2 s - l, K/• varies from 
102 to 5 x 103 m 2 s -1 , and s varies from 0.1 to 1.0. It should 
be stressed that these parameter ranges were chosen to 
illustrate extreme values. 

Variations in K v, K/•, and e have similar influences on the 
heat fluxes in the Pacific and Indian oceans. In each case, the 
amplitude of the fluxes increases as the parameters increase, 
but there are no qualitative changes in the nature of the 
fluxes. In the Atlantic Ocean, both K/• and e have an 
additional influence: either decreasing K/• or increasing e 
results in a greater tendency for the heat flux to be positive 
in the southern hemisphere. These changes are of consider- 
able interest, since Wunsch [1984] finds that a positive heat 
flux at all latitudes within the Atlantic is a robust feature of 

his diagnostic study, setting an important constraint on our 
model. 

Finally, we note that the results are substantially more 
sensitive to variations in Kv and e than to variations in K/•. 
If one restricts attention to the small range of s suggested by 
the comparison with OGCM results (0.3-0.6), then Kv is the 
source of greatest uncertainty. However, it should be re- 
membered that this range of e values is based on one 
particular model run of an OGCM and hence represents an 
optimistic estimate of the uncertainty in this quantity. The 
fact that the heat flux can be changed by a factor of 2 through 
quite reasonable changes in K v emphasizes the need to 
better understand diapycnal mixing in the ocean. On the 
other hand, the variations with all three parameters are 
smooth, so we are encouraged that useful work can be done 
with the estimates presently available. 

Figure 10 illustrates the sensitivity of the model estimate 
of water flux to variations in K v, Ki•, and e. Variations in 
K v and e again substantially modify the amplitude of the 
fluxes but do not change the qualitative structure. Increasing 
K/• increases the flux magnitudes within the Pacific and 
Indian basins, while in the Atlantic, it increases the north- 
ward flux at nearly all latitudes. However, results are 
relatively insensitive to variations in K/• if we restrict 
attention to values less than 103 m 2 s -1. 

Several additional model runs were done to examine the 

effect that numerical diffusion would have on our solutions if 

a simple upwind differencing scheme had been used. Results 
show little influence on either the ocean circulation or the 

temperature and salinity fields. The largest effect is seen in 
the surface and integrated meridional flux estimates, partic- 
ularly the water flux estimates. Examples of the influence are 
shown in Figures 9 and 10. In the plots with Kv (Ki•) varying, 
the curves indicated by "diff" in the key show the influence of 
vertical (horizontal)numerical diffusion in isolation. In the 
plots with e varying, the curves indicated by "diff" include 
both horizontal and vertical numerical diffusion. Quantitative 
estimates based on (18) show that both horizontal and vertical 
numerical diffusion exceed the corresponding explicit coeffi- 
cients in the vicinity of the deep convection occurring in the 
North Atlantic. The impact is presumably reduced by the fact 
that the influences of advection and convection are dominant in 

this area. In fact, the results presented in this section would not 
be significantly altered if numerical diffusion had not been 
accounted for at all. However, as we shall discuss in the next 
section, this effect becomes more significant with the inclusion 
of wind stress. 

The sensitivity results presented above could now be used 
to suggest improved estimates of the values of K v and s. In 
particular, according to (21) the vertical scale (away from the 
convection region) can be reduced by a factor •/by simply 
reducing (Kv/s)1/3 by 7- Similarly, we may modify the rate 
of production of deep water in the North Atlantic by the 
factor & by changing t•ø'43Kg '46 by this factor. These two 
conditions are satisfied simultaneously by changing K v by 
the factor (•1'123/1'45 and s by the factor (5•'127-1'55. 

In this section we have used base values of K v = 10 -4 m 2 
s -I and e = 0.3. The values of Kv = 0.44 x 10 -4 m 2 s -1 
and e - 0.45, used in Figure 3 and throughout the remainder 
of this paper, correspond to •/= 0.66 and (5 = 0.82, so that 
the depths of the thermocline and the core of the Antarctic 
Intermediate Water are reduced by about 33%, and the 
maximum value of the stream function is reduced by about 
18% (from 18 to 15 Sv) in the Atlantic and by about 35% in 
both the Pacific and Indian oceans. 

The differences between our base values and our final 

values of e and K v are acceptable when compared with the 
uncertainty in these parameters, and the reduction in K v is 
consistent with suggestions from recent direct estimations 
based on microstructure measurements. The main difference 

between the water mass properties based on the two differ- 
ent sets of parameters is the depths of the intrusions of 
Intermediate Waters mentioned above. However, the 
changes in circulation and water mass properties combine to 
result in a decrease in the magnitude of the heat flux by about 
40% in the Pacific and Indian oceans, and a decrease by 
about 20% in the Atlantic Ocean (compare the solid curves in 
Figure 9 with the model estimates shown in Figure 5). Thus 
the values of K v and e used in section 3 result in improved 
representation of the water mass properties at the expense of 
a degradation of the estimated meridional heat and water 
fluxes. It might certainly be argued that for the purpose of 
climate modeling this trade-off is not acceptable. However, 
as we shall see below, other factors are important in deter- 
mining the horizontal heat and water fluxes. 

5. WIND STRESS 

Figure 11 illustrates the meridional stream function, tem- 
perature, and salinity with the influence of a mean wind 
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Fig. 11. As in Figure 3 but including the influence of zonal wind stress forcing estimated from Han and Lee [1983]. 

stress as given by Hah and Lee [1983] included. Changes in 
the stream function relative to Figure 3 (no wind stress) are 
seen in the upper kilometer of each ocean basin, particularly 
near the equator, where the Ekman fluxes are largest. 
Indeed, the largest transports are now associated with the 
Ekman fluxes, with the maximum value reaching 33 Sv in the 
Pacific Ocean at the first cell boundary south of the equator 
(7øS). The limited penetration depth of the Ekman cells is 
consistent with results of OGCMs [e.g., Bryan and Lewis, 
1979] and at least crudely with the advective depth scale of 
Bryan [1987]. As expected, the model now reproduces the 
observed upward bowing of isotherms near the equator. 
Changes in the salinity field are relatively small. Figure 12 
shows the model estimates of the depth-integrated heat and 
water fluxes with the influence of wind stress included. The 

heat flux estimates of Talley [1984] and water flux estimates 
based on Baumgartner and Reichel [1975] are included for 
comparison, but recall that there is considerable uncertainty 
in these values (e.g., see Figure 5). The solid lines indicate 
the basic model results. Wind stress clearly results in much 
better agreement between our model heat flux estimates 
(Figures 12a-12c) and the observational estimates. The 
magnitude of the heat flux is increased in each basin, and the 
large gradients observed near the equator are now repro- 
duced by the model. In spite of the strong southward Ekman 

flux just south of the equator, the heat flux remains north- 
ward at all latitudes in the Atlantic basin. 

It should be noted that the larger heat fluxes obtained with 
wind stress could be achieved without including this effect 
simply by adjusting K v and/or e. Including wind stress is the 
preferred approach primarily because it is a real effect that 
should be accounted for. Also, increasing the heat fluxes by 
adjusting K v and e would be accompanied by changes in the 
temperature and salinity fields: increasing K v will deepen 
the thermocline and the depth of salinity features, and 
increasing e will have the opposite effect. In both cases, the 
deep overturning circulation will be increased to carry the 
additional flux. 

Results for the water fluxes (solid lines in Figures 12d-12f) 
still compare rather poorly with the observational estimates. 
Interestingly, preliminary results obtained using a numerical 
scheme which did not attempt to reduce the influence of 
numerical diffusion actually showed better agreement with the 
Baumgartner and Reichel [1975] observational estimates. This 
is not too surprising, since in reality, one might anticipate 
enhanced horizontal diffusion in regions of larger horizontal 
velocities, and this is what the numerical diffusion associated 
with a simple upwind differencing scheme gives (see (18)), 
albeit in an uncomfortably, uncontrolled manner. 

To clarify the effect of horizontal diffusion of this nature, 
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Fig. 12. As in Figure 5 but with the influence of wind stress included. The three curves on each plot correspond to 
KH = 10 3 m 2 s -1 + vaA& with A& = 0 ø (solid curves), 5 ø (dotted curves), and 10 ø (dashed curves). Talley's [1984] heat 
flux estimates and Baumgartner and Reichel's [1975] water flux estimates are shown for comparison. 

20 

two additional runs were performed with horizontal diffusion 
increased by an amount proportional to the local north-south 
current speed. That is, results were determined for K H = 
10 3 m 2 s -1 + vaAcb, where Atb is a constant. The broken 
lines in Figure 12 correspond to Atb values of 0.087 (5 ø, short 
dashes) and 0.17 (10 ø, long dashes). The influence is largest 
for the water flux estimates due to the relatively small scales 
imposed on the salinity through the surface boundary con- 
dition. Clearly, the inclusion of explicit diffusion of this form 
improves the correspondence of the water fluxes with the 
observational estimates for the spatial variations on scales of 
the order of 20 ø. It is also clear that one could choose A•b to 

be a function of position, which would further improve the 
results. This will not be done here, but all runs shown below 
will include the adjustment in K H described above with 
Atb = 0.17. The larger scales are not significantly affected by 
the additional horizontal diffusion. In particular, the results 
for the South Pacific still show large differences from the 
observational estimates. While the differences are most 

likely due to model deficiencies, it is perhaps worth recalling 
that the observational estimates are most uncertain in this 

region, with possible errors as large as the differences 
between model and observational estimates seen in Figure 
12 [Baumgartner and Reichel, 1975; Wijffels et al., 1992]. 
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Finally, it is important to realize that the changes in stream 
function, temperature, and salinity associated with the 
change in K/• described above are relatively small. The 
changes in K H are largest in the top layer of the model and 
insignificant below a few hundred meters depth. The asso- 
ciated changes in the horizontal fluxes are largely compen- 
sated by modifications in the surface fluxes of heat and salt. 
Thus changing K H near the surface has little influence on 
either circulation or watermass properties, but it does sig- 
nificantly influence the surface fluxes of heat and (especially) 
water. 

6. INTERBASIN EXCHANGES 

The Mediterranean and Red Sea Influences 

Both observations and theory show that there is exchange 
between the Atlantic Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea at a 

rate of the order of 1 Sv [Lacombe and Richez, 1982; Bryden 
and Storereel, 1984] and exchange between the Indian Ocean 
and the Red Sea at a rate of the order of 0.33 Sv [Siedler, 
1968, 1969]. Similar exchange must also occur between the 
Indian Ocean and the Persian Gulf, but we are not aware of 
any studies of this exchange. In each case, relatively fresh 
water enters the adjoining marginal sea near the surface, and 
relatively saline water exits below. Zonal sections suggest 
that the exiting water penetrates into the Atlantic to a depth 
of the order of 1000 m and into the Indian Ocean to a depth 
of the order of 500 m. These exchanges effectively extract 
heat and salt from the surface layer and replace it at depth, 
with subsequent redistribution by advection and diffusion. It 
is believed that this vertical exchange is the primary cause of 
the salinity maximum around 35øN in the Atlantic Ocean 
(Figure 4e) and north of the equator in the Indian Ocean 
(Figure 4f). Neither of these salinity features are reproduced 
in the runs above. The purpose of this section is to test 
whether accounting for the vertical exchange associated 
with these marginal seas is sufficient to remove these dis- 
crepancies with observations. 

We have modified the model to include extraction of heat 

and salt from the surface layer of the Atlantic Ocean 
between 32.5 ø and 40øN at a rate corresponding to a volume 
flux of 1 Sv, and from the surface layer of the Indian Ocean 
between 7 ø and 20øN at a rate corresponding to a 0.45 Sv 
volume flux (0.33 Sv for the Red Sea and 0.12 Sv to roughly 
account for the Persian Gulf). All of the heat and salt carried 
by these waters is returned to the same latitude bands in the 
two model cells between 500 and 1000 m in the Atlantic and 
in the two cells between 250 and 750 m in the Indian Ocean. 

In each case, according to the studies quoted above, approx- 
imately 10% of the water volume extracted from the surface 
layer is lost due to an excess of evaporation over precipita- 
tion in the adjoining marginal seas. The circulation is thus 
completed by upwelling back to the surface layer at rates 
corresponding to 90% of the original volume fluxes. (The 
remaining 10% of the volume flux must, in reality, be 
compensated by depth-integrated flow, which is not explic- 
itly included here due to the rigid lid approximation. Further 
discussion of this point is given in the next subsection.) 
Since the net salt flux into the marginal seas vanishes, the 
vertical exchange of salt should be correct, but any heat 
gained within these regions is neglected. Both the latitude 
bands and the depth ranges immediately influenced by the 

marginal seas are rather crudely specified. They could easily 
be changed, but this is unnecessary for the present purpose. 
We emphasize that our intention is not to perform a detailed 
fit, but to see if the effect of this kind of vertical exchange is 
of the correct order. 

To obtain a more accurate representation of the Indian 
Ocean in the region directly influenced by exchange with the 
Red Sea, one additional change was made. The angular 
width of the Indian Ocean was reduced to 45 ø in the 
equatorial grid cell and to 35 ø north of 7øN. 

A run with the Mediterranean and Red Sea influences 

included as described above showed local improvements in 
the temperature and salinity fields, as will be discussed 
below. However, the deep salinities in the Southern Ocean 
and in the Pacific and Indian basins were still much too fresh, 
similar to the results shown in Figure 11. The addition of a 
meridional ridge across the Southern Ocean as described in 
Appendix B made these deep salinities even fresher due to 
the increased input of fresh waters from around Antarctica. 
From a comparison of results with Figure 4, we note that our 
model estimates of the deep salinities around Antarctica are 
much too fresh (compare Figure 4 with Figure 11). Further, 
Figure 4 suggests that the relatively saline deep water around 
Antarctica plays an important role in maintaining the higher 
salinities observed in the deep basins to the north. These 
high salinities result from salt rejection during ice formation, 
an effect which is not included in our model. To test the 

effect that higher salinities in the southernmost cell would 
have on the remainder of the global ocean, two changes were 
made. First, as mentioned already, a meridional ridge at 
depths below 2500 m was added in the Southern Ocean in 
order to allow a deep, geostrophically balanced meridional 
circulation at the highest southern latitudes (see Appendix B 
for details). Second, the relaxation value for the surface 
salinity in the southernmost cell was increased from 34.0 to 
34.7 to be more representative of conditions during deep- 
water formation. 

Figure 13 shows the stream function, temperature, and 
salinity fields with the Mediterranean, Red Sea, and South- 
ern Ocean influences included as discussed above; otherwise 
the model setup is exactly as for Figure 11. Compared with 
Figure 11, the largest change in the stream function occurs in 
the Atlantic, where the maximum value is reduced. Addi- 
tional experiments show that this change is primarily due to 
the increased surface salinity specified in the Southern 
Ocean. As expected, both temperature and salinity are 
increased beneath a band centered on 35øN in the Atlantic 

Ocean, resulting in better agreement with the observations 
shown in Figure 4. The largest changes are in the salinity 
field: the 35 contour now extends below 2000 m in the North 

Atlantic compared to 350 m at the corresponding latitude in 
the South Atlantic. Although these results are preliminary, 
they clearly lend support to the idea that the deep penetra- 
tion of salt visible in the zonal average below 35øN in the 
Atlantic is due primarily to the Mediterranean influence. 

The influence of the Red Sea (and Persian Gulf) on the 
Indian Ocean is also significant. Both temperatures and 
salinities are increased north of the equator, the maximum 
salinity now exceeding 35.5. Isotherms are pushed down and 
salinity tends to be more vertically uniform above 1000 m. 
These changes result in substantially better agreement with 
the observations presented in Figure 4. 

The increased surface salinity in the southernmost cell of 
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Fig. 13. As in Figure 3 but with the influences of wind stress forcing, exchanges with the Mediterranean and Red 
seas, and increased surface salinities around Antarctica all included, as discussed in the text. (b) The 14-Sv contour has 
been added as a broken line, and (9-0 the 34.6 contour has been added. 

the Southern Ocean has resulted in increases in the deep 
salinities throughout the global ocean by nearly 0.2 com- 
pared to a run with the Mediterranean and Red Sea influ- 
ences included but no modifications in the Southern Ocean. 

In addition, it has resulted in a deep overturning cell in the 
Atlantic basin which carries Antarctic Bottom Water into 

this basin. A further increase in the surface salinity of the 
southern surface cell could improve the results further, but 
this tuning exercise will not be pursued here. The important 
point to note is that to improve the deep salinities in the 
global ocean, the treatment of high-latitude processes must 
be improved. 

Figure 14 illustrates the meridional heat and water fluxes 
for several model runs. Each of the flux estimates were 

determined by setting the flux to zero at the northern 
extreme of each basin and determining latitudinal variations 
from the integrated surface flux, this allows direct compari- 
son with the corresponding observational estimates based on 
bulk aerodynamic formulae. The solid curve corresponds to 
Figure 3 without wind stress, and the line of shortest dashes 
corresponds to Figure 11 with wind stress. Of the various 
effects considered here, the influence of wind stress is the 
most significant. The effect of the marginal seas is indicated 
by the line with the next shortest dashes. It is interesting that 

the inclusion of the marginal seas gives more realistic 
regional temperature and salinity distributions, but has little 
effect on the larger scale heat and water fluxes. This leads us 
to suggest that exclusion of the explicit influence of these 
effects from our model will not substantially degrade its 
usefulness for climate studies. It should be emphasized, 
however, that we do not claim that the Mediterranean and 
Red seas have insignificant influence on the ocean circula- 
tion. All results shown in Figure 14 were determined under 
relaxation boundary conditions, and hence all the results are 
influenced by the adjoining marginal seas through the ob- 
served surface temperature and salinity fields with which the 
model is forced. 

The last two curves shown in Figure 14 indicate the 
influence of exchange through the Bering Strait and the 
Indonesian passages and will be discussed below. 

Flow Through Bering Strait and the Indonesian Passages 

Recently, Coachman and Aagaard [1988] and Aagaard 
and Carmack [1989] have shown that about 0.8 Sv of 
relatively fresh water flows through the Bering Strait. There 
have also been several studies of the flow through the 
Indonesian passages, and volume flux estimates range be- 
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comparison. 

tween 1 and 20 Sv [Gordon, 1986], the more recent estimates for each basin, which completes the determination of our 
[e.g., Fieux et al., 1991] favoring the larger value. Godfrey velocity field. The flux of salt given by (14) still implies a net 
and Golding [1981] and Wijffels et al. [1992] emphasize the flux of water in reality, but under the rigid lid approximation, 
possible significance of these exchanges in determining the the associated divergence in the depth-integrated flow is 
large-scale watermass properties and ocean circulation. assumed negligible. That is, the salt flux given by (14) 

Until now, we have assumed that any exchange between represents the flux divergence associated with the neglected 
the Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian oceans occurs via the depth-integrated flow; the compensating salt divergence 
Southern Ocean. With the rigid lid approximation, this which maintains steady state is achieved through diffusion 
implies that there is negligible mass flux across any latitude and the correlation between the salinity variations and the 
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north-south velocity associated with the overturning circu- 
lation. In the previous sections, we have used the latter to 
infer what the barotropic flow, and hence the water flux, 
must be. In this section we will generalize the model to 
explicitly include a barotropic flow. 

The modification to the model requires the specification of 
w = E - P at the surface, plus the addition of the barotropic 
flow (v and w) to the baroclinic flow used previously. Since 
the flux divergences associated with the barotropic flow are 
explicitly represented, the virtual salt flux across the surface 
is set to zero. Note that since the vertical structure of the 

velocity field is determined by the thermal wind relation plus 
the Ekman transport, any depth-integrated flow must be 
added as a depth-independent component. It should, how- 
ever, be emphasized that this does not imply that the 
changes in the flow are depth independent, since the barotro- 
pic flow may modify the density field, and hence the vertical 
structure of the current. 

To obtain an appropriate estimate of E - P, (14) is used 
to determine the virtual salt flux, and then this value is 
divided by the salinity; conversions were done based on both 
the local surface salinity and a constant value of 35, but the 
differences were small. When the water flux determined by 
this method is integrated over the entire ocean surface, the 
net flux is not guaranteed to vanish. This reflects the fact that 
for a given surface salinity, there is a unique steady state 
solution with a given total salt content in the ocean. In our 
earlier formulation, adjustments to the total salt content 
were automatically made through the virtual salt flux deter- 
mined from (14). Since we now specify the water flux across 
the surface (and hence set the virtual salt flux to zero), there 
is no mechanism for the total salt content of the ocean to 

adjust to be consistent with the specified surface conditions. 
To allow this adjustment, the following modification is made. 
First, the net salt flux out of the ocean implied by an 
integration of the virtual salt flux over the entire ocean 
surface is determined. During the next time step, salt is 
removed at this rate from the surface layer of the ocean 
through a spatially uniform change in the surface salinity. 
This gradually adjusts the total salt content of the ocean to 
be consistent with the specified surface salinity. As the 
system approaches a steady state, the global integral of the 
salt flux tends to zero, and hence the above adjustment 
vanishes. At every time step the global integral of E - P is 
adjusted to zero through a spatially uniform change, but due 
to the relation between E - P and the virtual salt flux, this 
adjustment also tends to zero as a steady state is ap- 
proached. 

The net volume fluxes through Bering Strait and the 
Indonesian Passages are specified. Once these fluxes are 
known, the integrated flux across any other latitude is 
determined to be consistent with the integral of E - P over 
the intervening latitudes. Once the barotropic north-south 
velocity is determined, the associated vertical velocity at 
interior points is obtained from the continuity equation. This 
procedure can be applied even if an east-west sill is included 
in the model, as must be done at both passages. 

The above discussion assumes that the model approaches 
a steady state. In fact, intermittent convection events con- 
tinue to occur throughout the model runs, so that strictly 
speaking, only a statistical equilibrium is achieved. These 
events occur at relatively high frequencies (less than annual 
time scales) and do not result in significant variations in 

oceanic conditions. However, if E - P is fixed (e.g., using 
mixed boundary conditions or coupling to an atmospheric 
model with a specified hydrological cycle), the small devia- 
tions from steady state can lead to dramatic changes, as 
discussed by Bryan [1986] and Stocker et al. [1992]. Since we 
restrict our attention to the relaxation boundary conditions 
(13) and (14), these interesting effects do not occur in the 
present study. 

To complete the modifications, we include a sill at 50-m 
depth at the northern end of the Pacific Ocean (Bering 
Strait). Neglecting storage in the Arctic Ocean, the fluxes of 
heat and salt through the Bering Strait pass through to the 
northernmost surface cell of the Atlantic Ocean unaltered. 

This remains true even if a net flux of water is added to the 

Arctic, but in this case, an appropriate southward contribu- 
tion must be added to the velocities in the Atlantic. Simi- 

larly, barotropic flow must be explicitly included to allow for 
the net evaporation in the Mediterranean and Red seas. 
Exchange between the Pacific and Indian oceans is taken to 
occur between the equatorial cells via a barotropic flow in 
the upper 500 m. 

A test run, with the exchanges through the Arctic and the 
Indonesian passages set to zero, so that the barotropic flow 
was determined entirely by E - P, showed negligible 
changes in either the water mass properties or the thermo- 
haline circulation compared to the same model run based on 
the earlier formulation. 

When a flux of 0.8 Sv through the Bering Strait was 
included with no addition of water in the Arctic, and no flow 
through the Indonesian passages, the changes in water mass 
properties and the baroclinic circulation were small. The 
broken curves with the second longest dashes in Figure 14 
illustrate the effect on the meridional fluxes of heat and salt. 

The most significant changes are uniform increases in the 
northward (southward) water flux in the Pacific (Atlantic) 
basins. The net input of fresh water into the North Atlantic 
due to the relative freshness of the North Pacific is compen- 
sated by a small change in the surface water flux in the 
northernmost cell of the North Atlantic. Thus, our model 
results are not sensitive to the exchange through the Bering 
Strait. This is not surprising, since the exchanges occur in 
the surface layer, and hence the effects may be compensated 
effectively by changes in the surface fluxes. 

Similarly, we note that by relaxing to observed surface 
salinities, any freshwater flux that is in reality added to the 
Arctic, but is neglected from the model, will be mimicked by 
precipitation in the model North Atlantic. This effect is 
clearly seen in the plot of meridional water flux for the 
Atlantic basin shown in Figure 14. The line composed of the 
longest dashes includes an explicit addition of fresh water to 
the Arctic at a rate of 0.1 Sv, while the neighboring line of 
shorter dashes does not. The additional horizontal freshwa- 

ter flux into the northernmost cell of the North Atlantic 

simply results in decreased precipitation in this cell in order 
to maintain the same surface salinity. It should be empha- 
sized that while this has little effect on the oceanic conditions 

under the relaxation boundary conditions used here, the 
difference in the hydrological cycle could be important in 
transient experiments with the surface freshwater flux spec- 
ified instead of the surface salinity [e.g., Weaver et al., 
1991]. 

Several runs with the Indonesian throughflow varied be- 
tween 10 and 20 Sv showed that the dominant influence on 
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the T-S properties occurs in the temperature fields of the 
Pacific and Indian oceans; isotherms are pushed up in the 
Pacific and pulled down in the Indian Ocean, the largest 
effect being seen near the equator. The salinity field is 
affected much less. The associated density changes alter the 
vertical structure of the current such that the changes in the 
stream function occur predominantly in the upper 1000 and 
500 m of the Pacific and Indian Oceans, respectively. The 
modifications in the baroclinic flow field have significant 
effects on the heat and water fluxes, as discussed below. 

The final set of results illustrated in Figure 14 (the longest 
dashes) includes the influence of a 20-Sv volume flux through 
the Indonesian passages with temperature and salinity taken 
to be 4øC warmer and 0.5 fresher than the average values for 
the Pacific equatorial cell. The choices for the temperature 
and salinity differences are guided by Figure 2 of Hughes et 
al. [1992]. Both the exchange rate and the water mass prop- 
erties have been deliberately chosen to maximize the influ- 
ence of the Indonesian throughflow while remaining consis- 
tent with the observations. Additional results (not shown) 
demonstrate that the influence on surface fluxes is further 

increased if the specified throughflow is more surface inten- 
sified. 

The influence of the Indonesian throughflow on the sur- 
face heat fluxes is relatively small, but the increased south- 
ward heat flux in the South Pacific is noteworthy. To explain 
this rather counterintuitive result, we note that the heat flux 
estimates shown in Figure 14 were determined by setting the 
heat flux to zero at the northern extremity of each basin and 
integrating the surface heat flux to estimate the flux across all 
other latitudes. This approach is appropriate here, as it 
corresponds to the method used to obtain the observational 
heat flux estimates shown in Figures 5, 12, and 14 with which 
we make comparisons. The northward advection of rela- 
tively cold water in the South Pacific actually implies an 
additional northward heat flux, but the tendency to cool the 
surface waters must be offset by a net input of heat from the 
atmosphere. Thus, with the above determination of the heat 
flux, there is an increased (apparent) southward heat flux in 
this region and hence improved agreement with the corre- 
sponding observational estimates. 

As expected, the exchange between the Pacific and Indian 
oceans influences the estimates of E - P over these basins, 
again resulting in somewhat better agreement with the ob- 
servational estimates. However, the large northward water 
flux estimated for the South Pacific remains in marked 

contrast with the observational estimates. While this differ- 

ence could be partly due to errors in the observational 
estimates of E - P, it is likely that the dominant cause is 
errors associated with ,•m•,i variations '-':'•-: .... '- •'--:- WILIIIII C;CtL, 11 IJi•t•111, 

which are not represented by our model. 
The above results suggest that the simplification of ne- 

glecting interbasin exchanges used in some previous studies 
is a reasonable first approximation if one is interested in 
global-scale fluxes of heat and water. We caution, however, 
that this result is based on a zonally averaged formulation 
which does not resolve such major features as the Aghulas 
retroflection and the East Australia Current. Further, all 
results presented here are based on relaxation boundary 
conditions, and larger changes might develop under mixed 
boundary conditions. 

A final point of interest is illustrated in Figure 15. In this 
figure, we have plotted the horizontal heat flux in the Pacific 

and Indian oceans corresponding to the final plot in Figure 
14 (including wind stress, marginal seas, and interbasin 
exchanges) calculated two different ways. The solid curves 
are identical to the curves in Figure 14 (determined by 
setting the heat flux to zero at the northern extremity of each 
basin and integrating the surface heat flux to estimate the 
flux across all other latitudes). The dotted curves were 
determined from the expression 

heat flux = •0 pCpv'T'a cos (•b)AAdz H 

where a prime indicates a deviation fi'om the depth-averaged 
value. This estimate ignores the flux associated with net 
transport through a section, and hence it may be misleading 
where such transport is significant. It is interesting that 
previous direct oceanographic calculations of the heat flux in 
the South Pacific [Bennett, 1978; Georgi and Toole, 1982; 
Wunsch et al., 1983] all assume negligible net mass transport 
and all indicate a very small (possibly positive) meridional 
heat flux in this region, whereas the bulk formula method 
indicates a fairly strong southward flux. Figure 15 indicates 
that the different methods of calculating the heat flux could 
contribute to this difference. 

Hsiung's [1985] results are of interest here, since she 
obtains much smaller heat flux estimates for the South 

Pacific using the bulk-formula approach simply by using 
different surface heat flux estimates. Also of interest is the 

fact that whereas her heat flux estimates for the South Pacific 

are low compared to either Hastenrath's [1982] or Talley's 
[1984] estimates, her estimates for the Indian Ocean are 
relatively large. Figure 15 indicates that turning the Indone- 
sian throughflow on and off on a time scale too short for 
baroclinic adjustment to occur might result in heat flux 
changes with this character (the dotted curve is the heat flux 
that would result if the throughflow were suddenly terminat- 
ed). Perhaps, as Hsiung suggests, temporal variations are 
exceptionally strong in this area. The relation between the 
Pacific and Indian Ocean flux estimates indicates the possi- 
bility that such time dependence could be associated with 
variations in the flow through the Indonesian Passages. 

7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

There are some weaknesses in the use of zonally averaged 
equations to represent individual ocean basins. The most 
obvious is the need to parameterize the east-west density 
difference in terms of known model quantities: in our case, 
the north-south density gradient. Further study of results 
from general circulation models could be undertaken to 
clarify the intrinsic limitations of this parameterization and 
to improve on it. In particular, it would be worthwhile to 
consider how e changes when the polar halocline catastro- 
phe [Bryan, 1986] has resulted in a very weak overturning 
circulation, and it would be of interest to examine the 
dependence of e on other model parameters, particularly Kv 
and r s. It is likely that such studies will show that e does 
depend quantitatively on these effects. In this regard, the 
sensitivity results shown here for e are particularly encour- 
aging: a factor of 10 change in e changes the heat and water 
fluxes in individual basins by less than a factor of 3, and 
qualitative results are not affected (see Figures 9 and 10). 
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Fig. 15. Heat fluxes based on the model including wind stress, Mediterranean and Red Sea influences, and 
interbasin exchanges. The solid curves correspond to estimates based on the integrated surface heat flux, and the dotted 
curves correspond to the depth integral of v' T', where the prime indicates deviation from the depth average. 

Nevertheless, this point emphasizes the need to carefully 
interpret model results. 

At least as important as the parameterization of east-west 
density differences is the neglect of horizontal eddy fluxes of 
heat and salt, including both the fluxes associated with 
mesoscale eddies and those associated with the large-scale 
wind-driven gyres. To some extent, these effects can be 
represented by eddy diffusion, but this approach is clearly 
limited, particularly for the large-scale gyre effects. The 
model is also limited by the lack of resolution of strong 
boundary currents which can carry water masses over global 
spatial scales on decadal or shorter time scales. The poor 
representation of strong advective effects will increase the 
time scales involved in model simulations of decadal varia- 

tions. On the other hand, variations in surface water mass 
properties due to annual and interannual variations in sur- 
face fluxes, and the influence of these effects on convective 
mixing and deep water mass formations, may still be usefully 
(but cautiously) studied. Further, Mysak et al. [1992] have 
shown that century time scale variability associated with 
salinity advection may be modeled consistent with OGCM 
results. 

A third weakness of the present model is the treatment of 
high-latitude processes. In particular, we have made no 
attempt to include explicit representations of the Arctic 
Ocean or the Weddell and Ross seas. The omission of the 

Arctic Ocean does not appear to cause serious problems 
because the cold temperatures responsible for production of 
the deep-water masses in the Norwegian and Greenland seas 
are reflected in the specified annually averaged surface 
temperatures. However, the high salinities associated with 

the production of Antarctic Bottom Water are not present in 
the annually averaged surface salinities, and there is thus no 
way to produce this water mass without further modifica- 
tions of the model. We have found that it is possible to create 
a water mass similar to Antarctic Bottom Water by simply 
increasing the surface salinity of the most southerly cell in 
the model, but this approach is clearly ad hoc. Further work 
on the representation of high latitudes is needed and is a 
topic of current research (T. F. Stocker et al., The influence 
of high-latitude forcing on the global thermohaline circula- 
tion, submitted to Paleoceanography, 1992). 

The most obvious conclusion to be drawn from the results 

presented here is that the present model, based on zonally 
averaged equations of motion, yields reasonable estimates of 
the ocean circulation and water mass properties. Probably 
the greatest uncertainty about the model's ability to repre- 
sent present-day conditions arises in the determination of the 
surface fluxes of heat and water, rather than in the determi- 
nation of the oceanic conditions. This is aggravated here by 
uncertainty in the data, particularly in the water fluxes. 
Since global fluxes are probably better determined than 
individual basin fluxes (both by the model and by the data), 
and since the net fluxes are of particular interest for climate 
modeling, it is worthwhile to compare the model and obser- 
vational estimates of these quantities. Figure 16 shows the 
comparison for the model estimates corresponding to Figure 
11. Evidently, the comparisons for both heat and water 
fluxes are reasonable. Including explicit representation of the 
Mediterranean and Red seas and interbasin exchanges im- 
proves our model estimates of these quantities rather little. The 
largest changes associated with these effects are due to the 
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Indonesian throughflow which improves agreement for both 
quantities, but even here the changes are small. 

In addition to reproducing present-day conditions, the 
model shows sensitivity to parameter variations that are 
consistent with results from OGCMs. Results are very 
sensitive to changes in K v that are within the range of 
uncertainty in this parameter, and the dependence is similar 
to that demonstrated for an OGCM by Bryan [1986]. Com- 
bined with previous studies (WS91, SW91a, SW91b) which 
demonstrate that the model reacts to changes in surface 
fluxes similarly to OGCMs, it appears that the present model 
is well suited for use in studies of long-term climate changes. 

Wind stress significantly improves the agreement with 
observational estimates of the heat and water fluxes. Larger 
K v could improve these flux estimates without including 
wind stress, but this would degrade the representation of the 
temperature and salinity fields. In this regard, it is interesting 
that realistic overturning rates can be achieved for smaller 

Kv by increasing e. It seems likely that decreasing horizon- 
tal eddy viscosity, As, would play an analogous role in 
OGCMs. Unfortunately, AH is constrained to take relatively 
large values in coarse resolution OGCMs by the presence of 
computational modes. We have not encountered any com- 
putational instabilities in our zonally averaged model, pro- 
vided our time step is sufficiently small. In practice, we take 
our time step to be about one-fifth of the maximum allowable 
by the Courant condition in order to remove sensitivity to 
the time step associated with convective mixing. 

K/• has little influence on the model heat and water fluxes, 
provided it is of the order of 10 3 m: s -• or smaller. 
However, there are some effects of varying K/• within this 
range that should be mentioned: quantitative changes are 
small, but since they occur in regions of relatively weak 
gradients, they are easily observed. These effects are well 
illustrated by considering the results when Figure 13 is 
reproduced with K/• reduced to 102 m2 s - •. The first effect 
is that the deep-water temperatures adjacent to Antarctica 
are reduced by as much as IøC as a direct consequence of 
weaker exchange between this region and the warmer water 
to the north. Consistent with this change, the low-salinity 
deep water produced in the cell adjacent to Antarctica has 
less effect on the deep waters to the north, and the deep 
salinities are thus increased by order 0.1 in the Pacific and 
Indian oceans. Finally, with the smaller diffusion coefficient, 
the salinity signature of the Antarctic Intermediate Water 
intrusions into the Pacific and Indian oceans is more realis- 

tically represented. This latter point may seem surprising, as 
one might expect horizontal diffusion to aid the spread of 
Antarctic Intermediate Water into the basins. However, the 
upwelling in the equatorial regions of both the Pacific and the 
Indian oceans supplies relatively saline deep water which 
can mix with the fresher intruding Antarctic Intermediate 
Water to destroy its signature in the salinity field. By 
reducing K/•, the signature of this water mass is preserved 
with very minimal changes in other model results. 

Explicit representation of the vertical exchange associated 
with the Mediterranean and Red seas significantly improves 
estimates of the T-S properties in both the Atlantic and 
Indian oceans, but has little influence on the estimates of the 
meridional heat and water fluxes. 

Exchange through the Bering Strait has little effect on the 
model estimates of the ocean circulation, water mass prop- 
erties, or air-sea exchanges of heat and water. On the other 
hand, a 20-Sv flow through the Indonesian passages does 
influence the model estimates of the individual heat and 

water fluxes carried by the Pacific and Indian oceans, and 
results in somewhat better agreement with observational 
estimates. Further, it has been demonstrated that simply 
neglecting the heat flux associated with the net northward 
transport in the South Pacific results in much lower heat flux 
estimates than those estimated by the bulk formula method, 
similar to results obtained by direct methods. Both of these 
results support the contention that there is a large flux 
through these passages. While these results suggest that the 
Indonesian throughflow has important effects in the Pacific 
and Indian oceans, the net effect on the global meridional 
heat and water fluxes carried by all three basins is small. 

APPENDIX A: CONVECTIVE OVERTURNING SCHEME 

When unstable stratification develops, it must be removed 
by some mixing scheme which parameterizes the influence 
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of small-scale motions not resolved by the model. When 
pressure dependence of the equation of state is neglected, an 
efficient mixing scheme is achieved by simply determining 
the top and bottom cells in unstable parts of the water 
column and setting the temperature and salinity to the 
volume-weighted mean over this region. This procedure is 
repeated until no unstable regions remain. (Note that the 
repetition is required due to possible cabbeling associated 
with the nonlinear dependence of density on T and S). 

When pressure dependence is included in the equation of 
state, stability must be determined with respect to the in situ 
density, and the simple approach described above is inap- 
propriate. In this case, we have used the following scheme, 
which includes all nonlinear effects, is computationally effi- 
cient, and results in a stable water column at the end of each 
time step. 

Let k represent the vertical index of a grid cell in the 
model with k = 1 at the bottom and k = N at the top. 
Starting at k = N, determine the in situ density of cells k and 
k - 1 at the pressure level separating the two cells. If the 
stratification is stable, reduce k by 1 and repeat the proce- 
dure on the next pair of cells. If for some k the stratification 
is neutrally stable or unstable, assign the mass-weighted 
mean salinity and potential temperature (referenced to the 
surface) to each of the two cells, and store the index of the 
upper cell and the total thickness of the mixed region in k0 
and h0, respectively. Again, reduce k by 1 and check the 
vertical stability of the next two cells using the new potential 
temperature and salinity values for the upper cell. If these 
cells are unstable, then mix the lower cell with the upper 
region of thickness h0. Reset the salinity and potential 
temperature of all cells between k0 and k - 1 to the 
appropriate mean value, and reset h0 to the new thickness of 
the mixed region. Do not modify the value of k 0 . In this way, 
the lower cell is effectively mixed into the preexisting 
well-mixed region and the parameters of the mixed region 
are updated with •minimal computation. Continue checking 
the stability of subsequent cells and mixing the whole 
unstable range of cells until a level is reached where the 
initial stratification is stable between levels k and k - 1. If 

such a stable region is found, reset k0 to k - 1 and h0 to the 
thickness of this single cell and continue the process until the 
bottom is reached. If necessary, sweep through the column 
several times until it is found that no regions of unstable 
stratification occur. In practice, we allowed a maximum of 
four sweeps in our program, but test cases suggest that the 
water column is generally stable after the second sweep. 

APPENDIX B: THE SOUTHERN OCEAN RIDGE 

In the main body of the text we have simply used a small 
value of e (=0.0001) at the southern cell boundary, where 
there are no meridional barriers to obstruct zonal flow. This 

choice reflects the fact that in the absence of such barriers, 
the average north-south geostrophic flow around a latitude 
belt must vanish. The very small value of e was included for 
computational convenience, and the meridional exchange is 
determined primarily by horizontal diffusion. In reality, at 
this latitude band there are several subsurface meridional 

ridges which can support east-west pressure differences and 
consequently a geostrophically balanced overturning circu- 
lation. This geostrophic flow is believed to be important in 
the northward transport of Antarctic Bottom Water. We now 

show how to include this component of the overturning 
circulation in our model. 

We begin by allowing nonzero Ap at levels below the crest 
of the ridge, but insist that Ap ---- 0 for all points above the 
crest. Below the crest, (10) holds. Using the hydrostatic 
equation and generalizing to allow e to be an arbitrary 
function of depth, this gives 

= -2e(z)sc • 
o4 

(B1) 

Integrating (B 1) from the bottom to an arbitrary level z, we 
obtain the relation 

Ap Ap 

AA AA 
-H + 2scg f• e(•)p,df H 

-H -< z -< -H + H• 

(B2) 

Ap 
• = 0 z > -H + H• 
AA 

where HR is the height of the ridge above the bottom. If we 
now substitute (B2) into (1) and integrate over the water 
column, we obtain an expression for Ap/AA at z = -H: 

= 2scg e(•)(• + H- HR)p •,d• 
AA H• _ 

-H 

+ ac• 's + 2p,asctIV] (B3) 
where V represents the depth integral of the zonally aver- 
aged north-south velocity component through the section. If 
the rigid lid approximation is made, V is set to zero, and flux 
divergences associated with the barotropic flow are repre- 
sented by the surface boundary conditions. Substituting (B3) 
into (B2) and using the resulting equation in (1), we obtain 

v = tIaH• e(•)(• + H) • d• p, 

f -H+HR P qb ! V 7 ' s - e(•)H• • d• + 
., z p, H• 2flp ,s 

(B4) 

( •(zd-HM) I ) ß - H_• z -• -H + HR 
H M H• 

T s 
v = •(z + HM) z Y -H + H• 

2tip,sliM 

The stream function may now be determined by integrating 
(17a), and w can be determined using (17b). 

The formulation for a deep meridional ridge was used only 
for the runs discussed in section 6. We chose a constant 

value of e = 0.15 beneath a ridge crest at 2500-m depth at the 
latitude band separating cells 1 and 2 in Figure 1. The choice 
of e corresponds to a zonal separation of 120 ø between 
ridges, a crude but not unreasonable representation of real- 
ity. The resulting zonally integrated overturning circulation 
corresponding to Figure 13, for latitudes south of 40øS, is 
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Fig. 17. The zonally averaged meridional circulation south of 
40øS corresponding to Figure 13. This run includes a meridional 
ridge below 2500 m for latitudes south of 55øS. When a ridge is not 
included, the meridional circulation across the cell boundary at 65øS 
consists of the surface Ekman flux and a nearly depth-independent 
return flow. The reversed circulation near the bottom is totally 
absent. 

shown in Figure 17. As expected, there is a northward 
bottom flow which helps transport Antarctic Bottom Water 
away from the continent. 

Finally, we note that if H R = H, then (B4) reduces to (16). 
The generalization to a depth dependent e has been included 
for generality, but it has not been used in any of our model 
runs. 
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